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The Construction ofNative
Voice at the National Museum
of the American lndian
JENNIFER SHANNON

In September of 2004 the National Museum of the American Indian
(NMAI) - the newest and last Smithsonian museum to be built on the
National Mall in Washington nc= presented its inaugural exhibitions to
the public, The NMAI is described as, "the culmination of neariy 15 years
of planning and collaboration with tribal communities from across the
hemísphere." According to Richard West, the founding director of the
NMAI, "From the start, our new museum has been dedicated to a fresh
and, some would say, radically different approach to museum exhibitions .

., I To put it in the most basic way, we insist that the authentic Native voice
and perspective guide ali our policies, including, of course, our exhibition
philosophy'? Therefore, it is not only "Native voice" that is being presented
by the museum, it is a more "authentic" representation. Similariy, Ruth
Phillips explains, "what collaborative exhibits seek, in contrast to those
they replace, are more accurate translatíons."

The quintessential collaboration of the NMAI is its community-curated
exhibits, in which NMAI staff members work closeiy with Native commu-
nities to develop the content of the galleries. Native community members
were most involved in the development of exhibit themes, exhibit label
text, and video interviews. This is evidenced in the exhibits through au-
thored text; for example, on general introductory panels, text is attributed
to Chicago cocurators as a group. For specific quotations, a person's name
and his or her tribal affiliation are displayed (figure 9).

I would argue that the NMAI'S identity resides in this collaborative pro-
cess and authored representations. It is the community curators' faces
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and words on the walls, their knowledge and consent to be on display,
that gives the museum its legitimization as a Native museum, one which 1
ethically presents Native voice. In essence, their contributions give what \ !
many visitors seek: its "authenticity"

In this paper, I address the construction of "Native voice" within the
NMAI through a focus on "community curating" (or col!aborative exhibit
making) museum representational strategies; and the changing relations
between the subjects and objects presented in museum exhibitíons.' There
are two moments represented in this account: the first part is based on an
essay that was written in 2003 in anticipation of the opening of the NMAI,

while the latter portion is based on an essay that was written in reflection
two years after the museum opening, in 2006.

While I begin by examining evidence ofNative voice in the exhibit text,
after conducting my fieldwork I shift to a form of evidence that was ex-
plicitly not in the text.' In other words, I move from the construction of
Native voice as evidenced in material signs and toward an understanding
that it must also entail social commitment and advocacy.

Anticipation

ln its rhetoric, the NMAI promises innovations in exhibit technology
and ideology. One advertisement reads, "Any museum can invite you to
look. A great one changes the way you see." ln Native America Collected,
Margaret Dubin explains that "visitors need museums to validate their
own experiences, to fil! in the gaps in their knowledge of the worid, and
demonstrate proper ways of appreciating and understanding objects and
events." One of the goals of the NMAI is to fill in the gaps left by popu-
lar, inaccurate stereotypes of Native Americans through "authentic" rep-
resentations of Native peoples. A loaded word, authenticity is one of the
explicit promises of the museum."

The construction of Native voice, and the NMAI'S claim to authentic-
ity, is substantiated both implicitly and explicitly through the work of
uniquely embedded ethnographic text within the exhibit and the larger
structure of the museum itself. In other words, the use of ethnographic
evidence, specifical!y text derived from transcriptions of discourse, effects
and is presented as authentic and authoritative cultural representation.
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9. Part of the Chicago community exhibit panels in the NMAI Our Lives gallery,

2004. Photo courtesy [ennifer Shannon.

Native Voice in the New Museum

In Museums, the Public, and Anthropology, Michael Ames asks, "Are mu-
seums or anthropology really necessary anymorer'" lhe fact that Ames
posed this question as a chapter heading in what is now considered to be
a seminal work on the anthropology in museums and that it remained
as a sign of the times in his later, revised compilation illustrates the real
sense of unease in the discipline at that time." lssues of representation,
transparency, and authority in ethnography carne under intense scru-
tiny in the 1980S, precipitating what has beco me known as the "crisis in
representation."' lhe sheer amount of published, reflexive materiais on
the Smithsonian lnstitution by the Smithsonian regarding representation
and collection issues since 1990 shows a similar trend in the field of mu-
seum studies." It is during this time period, in 1989, that the Museum
of the American lndian was incorporated into the Smithsonian lnstitu-
tion as the NMAJ.

Ethnographic museums are seriously implicated by this critique or "cri-
sis," as their main function is the representation of cultures or cultural
products." What, then, has been the museum response to this crisis? In
Refiections of a Cultural Broker: A View from the Smithsonian, Richard
Kurin provides a table entitled "What's In, What's Out" that offers some
general insights. For example, "collectors" become "stewards," and "mono-
legue" becomes "multilogue," However, in a list of some twenty-two mu-
seum features to be changed, the only one to remain the same, as an "in-
stitutional product," was "authenticity"!"

Dubin suggests two specific responses that museums have made to the
crisis: historical revision and change in exhibition-making practices to
incorporate better communication between Natives and non-Natives."
She explains, "Ideally, the new museology demands a total overhaul of
museum theory and practice. lhe primary goal is to open up space-dis-
cursive space as well as physical space-for indigenous objects to become
speaking subjects who voice their own ideas and continue to (or even seize
control of) their own representations.t" lhe rhetoric and methodology
of the NMAI suggests that it is a quintessential "new museum": its mission
statement focuses on "consultation, collaboration and cooperation with
Natives:'17 Furthermore, its Web site states that the NMAI "ernpower]s]
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the Indian voice" and "actively strives to find new approaches to the
study and representation of the history, materiais, and cultures of Native
peoples?"

Based on this mission, the 2004 inaugural exhibition of the NMAI in-
cluded three permanent galleries-Our Universes, Our Peoples, and Our
Lives - that each present eight communities reflecting on their own cos-
mologies, histories, and contemporary identities, respectively. The com-
munities are represented as localities, rather than cultures, which is another
response to the critiques of representation in cultural anthropology. For ex-
ample, rather than an exhibit about Inuit identity, it is about the identity of
the Inuit community of Igloolik, a town in the eastern Canadian Arctic.

In addition to addressing the crisis in representation, there are also
visitor expectations that museums, as public institutions, must considero
They are expected to entertain and educate and to be authoritative and
aesthetically pleasíng." These expectations invoke a number of differ-
ent knowledge practices that come together in the making of a museum
exhibit, including curatorial, desígn, marketing, and Native knowledge
practices. These might include such materiais as transcribed text, light-
ing effects, visitor polls, or instructions for how to properly display a pipe.
It is the transcribed text, the ethnographic product of NMAI curatorial
knowledge practices, on which I focus here through the examples of the
Our Lives gallery.

Accessing Native Voice through Community Curating

Community curating is the method through which the NMAI constructs
"Native voice," The Our Lives Native community cocurator committees
were organized in various ways, depending on the community's prefer-
ences, and included between four and ten people. For example, the Amer-
ican Indian community of Chicago selected cocurators through nomi-
nation and election, a familiar process for them. For the Kalinago on the
Caribbean island of Dominica, the chief of the Carib Territory selected
the cocurator committee, making sure there was representation from each
hamlet; for both males and females; and with basket makers, farmers, po-
litical figures, and culturalleaders.

The process of community curating for Our Lives, and for the inaugu-
ral exhibitions in general, was unique in that the NMAI curators spent a
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significant amount of time in each Native community, rather than only
bringing the community members to the museum for consultation. There
were regular meetings between the NMAI curators and the cocurator com-
mittees over the course of severa Iyears. For example, in Chicago, first
there was an introductory meeting to invite the Chicago American In-
dian community to participate in the exhibitíon." Once the community
agreed to participate, periodic meetings between the NMAI staff and se-
lected cocurators began.

These cocurator meetings were recorded, and the dialogue from these
discussions as well as individual interviews with cocurators and other
community members became the text of the exhibit. This process of visit-
ing in the community, recording discourse, and talking with people about
their life experience is what I refer to as ethnographic practice. In the first
meetings, the NMAI curator listened to the cocurators as they began to
formulate what it means to be a member of the American lndian commu-
nity of Chicago today - for instance, activities like powwows that bring
them together, community gathering places like the Anawim Center and
the American lndian Center, and the various ways in which they main-
tain their lndian identity in the midst of a large metropolis. The cocura-
tors' emphasis was that the Chicago community was a multitribal and a
widely diverse group of people. The NMAI curator listened and returned to
the community with themes that represented the various issues that were
discussed. The cocurators then helped to further define these themes.

Then the cocurators selected objects from within the NMAI collection
as well as from their own community to represent these themes. The coe-
urators were later visited by a design team contracted by the NMAI and
discussed their visions for presentation and reviewed the design tearns
sketches and layouts of the exhibit. An NMAI media team also visited the
community later in the process, interviewing community members on
video and recording important events during the week they were there,
such as a powwow and a graduation ceremony. At each stage, people
working on the exhibit carne to the community to talk with community
members, get a sense of place, and better represent them in the museum.
Once there was agreement on the main themes of the exhibit, cocurators
selected (or the NMAI curator commissioned) illustrative objects for the
display.
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Native Voice and the Shift to Narrative

The changing relations between subjects and objects within museums
and an increasing incorporation of ethnographic text and practice reveal
what I see as a shift in focus from objects to subjects and a consequent
shift in the locus of authenticity. The Smithsonian's original and continu-
ing mission, since the bequest of Iames Smithson in 1829, has been for the
"increase and diffusion of knowledge," The original interpretation of this
mission was to record and display for posterity dying Indian cultures that
were becoming acculturated." These early displays, exemplified by an ex-
hibit labeled circa 1925 at the Museum of the American Indian, consisted
of objects that were grouped together by type in glass cases, or in what I
call object-to-object relations" (figure 10). These kinds of displays were
closely tied to evolutionary and diffusionist theories in anthropology.

In the late nineteenth century, Franz Boass notion of cultural groups
and cultural relativism became influential in the field of anthropology.
This approach focused on how objects are used and included cultural con-
text (for example, through dioramas) to access the meaning of the object
according to the people from whom it originated. The culture-area con-
cept was thus developed at the Smithsonian as a means of classifying mu-
seum objects in order to better research and exhibit similarity and differ-
ence in the Smithsonian's extensive collections." With this innovatiori in
classification, objects at the Smithsonian were situated in a cultural con-
text, in relation to subjects rather than simply to other objects, or what
I call an object-to-subject relation." In other words, the labels changed.
For example, the object no longer is (only) an Eskimo oillamp made of
stone (and situated among similarly functioning objects), but it is (also)
a stone oillamp made by the grandfather of A. Ivalu in 1895 and used in
the Return of the Sun Festival (and situated with clothing and items as-
sociated with that festival).

One example of a step further toward a Native point of view-though
still maintaining the object-to-subject relation, where the object remains
the focal point and is accompanied by a Native persons narrative - is the
1991 Ali Roads Are Good exhibit at the NMAI in New York. In this exhi-
bition, "twenty-three Native Americans from throughout the Western
Hemisphere - singers, storytellers, artists, elders, and scholars - were in-
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vited to select objects from the collections of the National Museum of the
American Indian ... and talk about the reasons behind their choices."25

Three years later, the NMAI presented the exhibit Creations Iourney,
which was described as one of the "rnost elaborate attempts at multi-
vocality to date;' presenting displays of each object accompanied by ex-
planatory texts grouped into the authorial categories of "art historian,"
"anthropologist;' and "Native," It was a "curatorial experiment of monu-
mental scale" that was "in tune to the sensitive political environment as
well as the challenging postmodern aesthetíc"> [irn Volkert, former head
of the NMAI Exhibits Department, explains the experimental nature of this
exhibit:

the way that museums present information affects the way you perceive
it. ... So, for example, we had three of those famous decoys from Ne-
vada. One was presented as if it were a piece of art. One was presented
. .. in the way that it was discovered in the cave, as a piece of archaeol-
ogy. And one was presented as if the duck, the decoy, were being used

10. View of First Floor East HaU, Museum of the American Indian/Heye Foundation,
lssth and Broadway, New York NY, February 19S6. Photo by Carmelo Guudagno.
Courtesy NMAI Photo Archives. N2831O.
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floating in a creek, as a piece of natural history. And they were ali set
right side by side, that same object, in three different displays. And so
you understood intuitively and immediately that the way the museum
presents something affects how you perceive it. It's art, it's natural his-
tory, it's anthropology .... And so the point was not the supremacy of
a Native perspective, but it's a piece that's been missing .... And that's
what this museum is about. [And after seeing this exhibit] you believed
the legitimacy of the Native voice."

However, Dubin states that "the exhibit did not take into account the
needs and expectations of the museum -going public, which still sought
an authoritative experience.?" It is in the interaction between the pub-
lic and the museum where the "new museology" is most likely to break
down. This is where the work of the museum, in response to the reflex-
ive turn, can fai\. 29

The NMAI, as a "new museum," is going to display what 1 would sug-
gest are subject-to-subject relations, particularly in the Our Lives gal-
lery." This gallery is much in line with the NMAI Exhibition Master Plan
that was developed in 1995: "the museum intends for the exhibitions, for
the most part, to be idea-driven: that is, that the exhibits will tell a story
or communicate an idea, and the collections will be used to illustrate the
story or i\luminate the idea. The danger in this approach is that by defini-
tion the objects are subordinate to the idea of the exhibit instead of being
the idea of the exhibit. This relegates the museum's most unique resource
to a supporting role and may disappoint those visitors whose main goal
is to connect with the objects?" For example, the Native groups in the
Our Lives gallery are talking about themselves-their identities-what it
means to be Inuit in Igloolik, or Mohawk in Kahnawake. These are situ-
ated identities, reflected upon and conveyed through the Native-authored
text of the exhibit. It is about peoples' relations to each other, about rejlex-
ive subjects. The object, then, has become "illustration," accompanying the
stories that Native people are telling about themselves. Unlike Ali Roads
Are Good, the selection of objects is now at the endpoint of the exhibit-
development process rather than at the beginning.

Therefore, there is a switch from evidence (and evidentiary claims) in
things to evidence in testimony (or what 1 have been referring to as eth-
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nographic evidence)." It does not matter that the seal skin pants were
created for the exhibit and never intended to be worn; the object is made
authentic by its author, by the authority of the subject, by the "Nativeness" I!
of the person who created it.33It is the authenticity of subject rather than
the object that is now emphasized.

Embedded Representations

This authenticity of the subject is uniquely embedded in the NMAI within
a concentric layering of signifiers that also indicate "Nativeness," inclUd-/
ing the museum institution itself. Although museum curators are moving ,
from modernist-authoritative to postmodernist-interrogative positions
as they attempt to erode the museum's position of authority, museum
authority is not so easily underrnined." By its very nature, it legitimizes
what it contains. Because it is a National Museum of the American lndian,
Native authority is inherent in the institution.

An example from William Fitzhugh at the National Museum ofNatural
History illustrates the assumed authority of museums by the very nature
of their being institutions of public learning. Fitzhugh explains how the
simplistic and stereotyped image of the Eskimo, "h as been created large\y
through museum representation"35 (figure 11).

Fitzhugh goes on to say this is because visitors accept what is in the
museum as text, as truth - even when it is what he describes to be an ob-
viously outdated and underfunded exhibit." In 1997, at Fitzhugh's sugges-
tion, a Native of Kodiak Island, Sven Haakanson, conducted a review of
the Eskimo exhibit. Haakanson concluded that the exhibit "does a won-
derful job of demonstrating the types of tools, clothing and ritual materi-
ais. What the displays and text don't do is teach who the 'Eskírno' peoples
really are. The visitors are taking the wrong information home, and this
continues the misunderstandings ofwho the northern peoples are."?

The Our Lives exhibit, in contrast, is being constructed to address
exactly that: who Native people are. One way to illuminate how Native
voice is constructed and embedded to achieve this outcome is to examine
what Michae\ Lynch calls "localized praxís.?" For instance, this concept
"exarnine]s] how an activity comes to identify itself as observatíon.?" In
other words, how does the work of the curatorial staff and the Native com-
munity members come to be identified as, say, Native voice? I focus here
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on how ethnographic evidence, in the form of (entextualized) narrative,
comes to be seen as Native voice and authority in the Our Lives exhibit.

As a field researcher for the NMAI in 2001, I worked with the Inuit com-
munity in Igloolik, Nunavut. I spent several one-to-two week visits with
the cornmunity, during which I spoke with Inuit of ali ages, organized
cocurator workshops and youth presentations, and conducted one-on-one
interviews to facilitate community participation as we worked together to
develop the content for their exhibit. I tape-recorded ali of the meetings
and interviews and then, upon returning to the NMAI'S Cultural Resources
Center just outside ofWashington De, I transcribed the recordings.

Michael Silverstein and Greg Urban explain that the transcription of
oral discourse can be seen as the production of a "text-artifact with a

\ Icertain concreteness and manipulability"; they add parenthetically that
"Perhaps these text -artifactual properties are suggestive - and surely have
been suggestive-of museum specimens that can be transported back
from the field and evaluated for their authenticity and cultural-aesthetic

11. Closed but visible Polar Eskimo exhibit at the National Museum ofNatural His-

tory, October 2004. Photo courtesy [ennifer Shannon.
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authoritativeness'"? lhis analogy rang especially true to me. In fact, it did
not seem like an analogy at ali but rather an actual museum practice, for
the recordings and transcriptions I made are now considered to be part
of the NMAI'S collection. lherefore, curators and fieldworkers collect dis-
course as well as objects." But this discourse is no longer considered only
an informational resource or reference for the curator to use in creating
text panels or describing objects - it is the text pane!. Portions of the tran-
script are used, deliberately verbatim, to represent the Native voice in the
exhibit.

Once approved by a community's cocurator committee, the Our Lives
curator and researchers assemble the text-artifacts and images of assoei-
ated objects by theme into digital documents, complete with the dimen-
sions of objects and numbers of words per label, and send it to the ex-
hibit designers. lt is important to remember that, while my account here
is centered on text, the exhibit is a three-dimensional rendering that in-
corporates ali five senses in its final forrn." lhe role of technology and
its possibilities in exhibits are significant, particularly in producing such
effects as multivocality and multiple frames of reference. lherefore, the
designers re-ernbed, or animate, the text-artifacts in a new context that
can include not just text but also vide o, audio, projected winds and tem-
peratures, smells, and lighting changes. lhe designers manipulate the
objects and text-artifacts in space, their proximities and juxtaposition
contributing in new ways to the production of authentic representation
through the replication of forms.

Native voice is also embedded within a particular style of exhibit design
within the gallery that facilitates an implicit relatedness among exhibits
through the replication of formo In her discussion of the Women's Infor-
mation Network newsletter in The Network lnside Out, Annelise Riles ex-
plains how a combination of textual information and graphics produced
the effect of having "what looked like heterogeneity at one glance" and
then "could be viewed as replication at the next?" lhis "aesthetic of con-
trolled heterogeneity" can be seen in the distinctive forms taken by the
Chicago, Igloolik, and Kahnawake community exhibits, for example."
lhese exhibits were distinct but at the same time were being grouped un-
der a particular thematic structure of Our Lives and contained compo-
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sitional similarities present in all eight community exhibits, such as text
panels, video screens, and photographs."

While it is important to consider the inevitable cross-cultural com-
parisons that will occur among these eight community exhibits that are
juxtaposed within the gallery, it is equally essential to consider another
comparison that also inheres in this gallery's form: the relationship be-
tween a Native community and its simulacrurn, or "reality checking," so
to speak." The comparison becomes not between likenesses but between
something "real:' out there, and its representation - between the com-
munity in Igloolik and the exhibit of Igloolik on the gallery floor, The
apparent match in this comparison is achieved at the NMAI through the
representational strategies described above. The feeling that there is an
adequate match may be considered as an authentic visitor experience.

A more explicit comparison - and on a much grander scale - exists at
the leveI of the NMAI'S curvilinear architecture in relation to other Na-
tional Mall museums (figure iz). There is a luxury in starting from the
ground up, in not having to create a "new museum" in an old space, where

12. Entrance of the NMAJ. Photo courtesy Iennifer Shannon.
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exhibits can become "rooted in the architecture" of the museurn." For,
as Kurin describes, "In the museum, categories ofknowledge are carved
into the walls, chiseled in stone, and constructed with brick and mor-
tar:'48 The architectural nature of the museurn, and of the exhibit, usually
creates certain limitations; but here, it provides new possibilities for rep-
resentational strategies. According to the NMAI Web site, as a product of
collaborative engagement with Native communitíes, the "rnuseums ar-
chitecture and landscape design represent a distinctly Native approach.?"
It is clear that the NMAI has been deliberate about its form and presence
on the mall, which is dominated by buildings with classical architecture.
This contradiction is most notable in its juxtaposition to its next door
neighbor, the National Air and Space Museum, with its white walls and
box -like structure.

Preliminary Conclusions

As a new museum committed to a "new museologv" the NMAI has been
deliberate about distinguishing itself as a Native place through new en-
gagements with and productions of authority, authenticity, representa-
tion, and Native voice in its inaugural exhibitions. It has shifted to a pri-
macy of evidence of authenticity in ethnographic or discursive text rather
than in objects or things. Representing subject-to-subject relations in
the exhibit through embedded ethnographic text is, I suggest, intended
to produce the etfect of authority and authenticity of Native voice, or the
authentic subject. The content of the exhibit, because it is a product and
faithful entextualization of the authoritative subject, becomes authentic
representation. Furtherrnore, the exhibits are enclosed by a structure that
is described as a Native place. Because these moves are created in con-
sultation with Native peoples, and through "transparent" methods, they
are considered to be "authentic." The making of authentic representation,
then, is a combination of forrn, content, and process that is perceived to
be uniquely "Native," The NMAI therefore constructs Native voice through
both implicit and explicit strategies of representation, replication, and
comparison.

If we consider the text-artifact as ethnographic evidence embedded
within the NMAI, according to Silverstein and Urban, "Politics can be
seen, from this perspective, as the struggle to entextualize authoritatively,
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and hence, in one relevant move, to fix certain metadiscursive perspec-
tives on texts and discourse practices."? In other words, the NMAI pro-
vides Native peoples with the means to take control of their own repre-
sentations through their participation in the textualization of their voices,
in the claim of authentic representation, and in the exhibiting of their

cultures.
In the NMAI, as 1 have discussed in relation to the Our Lives gallery, the

demands of the critiques of representation, the museum, the visiting pub-
lic, and Native peoples appear to come together in a unique space and to
mutually reinforce each other. There is no doubt that what 1 have found
as evidence to produce these effects is a function of my attention to such
devices as rhetoric and text, but that is what has been available to date.
Only time would tell, as the museum opened in 2004, if the realization

of these potentials was possible.

Reflection

It has been a few years since the opening of the NMAI.5\ 1was present at the
grand opening, the procession of over 20,000 Native people walking the
National Mall, on September 21,2004. 1 was present at the first viewing of
the exhibits by the Our Lives community cocurators as well as for the first
reception by NMAI staff of the reviews in the newspapers. In many ways,
as is common once ethnographic fieldwork is underway-and in a way
doubling the process at the NMAI - my account now becomes peopled,
as did the exhibits, with the voices and perspectives of those involved in

the production ofNative voice.

The Definition ofNative Voice

Native Voice is a phrase that continues to appear throughout NMAI writ-
ten materiais, including past mission statements and current exhibit la-
bels. In the 2006 temporary exhibition about the Pacific Northwest Coast
entitled Listening to Our Ancestors, NMAI staff attempted to be more
transparent about the community-curating process through a series of
panels at the end of the exhibit. One is labeled "Native Voice," and it be-
gins with a quote by NMAI director Rick West: "Native peoples possess
important and authoritative knowledge about themselves and their cul-
tures, past and present, and deserve to be at the museological table of in-
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terpretation and representation," The panel continues, "The photos and
text shown here provi de a glimpse of our exhibition process and reveal
how and why the museum shares authority with indigenous people to
represent Native culture and history .... Exhibitions at the National Mu-
seum of the American Indian are developed in partnership with Native
people. This practice is based on the belief that indigenous people are best
able to teach others about themselves. Their understanding of who they
are and how they present themselves to the world is what the museum
calls 'Native voíce,"

This exhibit panel seemed to answer the question I posed to many NMAI

staff members at the time of the museum opening: what is Native voice?
As we discussed in 2004, it was never defined, nor was community eu-
rating ever described to prepare the visitors, or critics, for what they were
seeing in the exhibitions.

Through the process of community curating, Native voice was pro-
duced by committee and resulted in a unified, authoritative voice in each
exhibit, where community curators authored as a group each of the main
thematic sections of their exhibits. This discussion and consensus process
was not necessarily the original intention of the NMAI staff, who in a De-
cember 2000 vetting session of the Our Lives project had anticipated an
atmosphere of"multivocality:' There were individual quotes in the exhib-
its, but they are mainly illustrations, not rebuttals or varied experiences,
of the main text panels.

When I first began my interviews with staff in 2004, around the time
of the opening, there was no consensus about what Native voice is: does
it mean Native perspective (and how do you go about accessing that) or
does it literally mean the voices of Native peoples (as it was interpreted
to be in the inaugural exhibitions, where the text on the walls represented
excerpts from recorded interviews and discussion among community eu-
rators). 1 asked NMAI director Rick West for his thoughts on these defi-
nitions. He explained that curators have been "very disciplined about it,"
But with "some of the critique that's come back about the exhibitions," the
"temptation" may be to "make it more, if you will, in terms of exhibition
presentation, perspective rather than voice. I just want to make sure that
we understand, just as we did on the curatorial side to begin with, what
kinds of filters are being imposed and ... what is the cost of that ... [be-
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cause] the farther you get from the words that were actually used, assum-
ing that you were relying upon people who have capacity for expressing
themselves to begin with, the more at risk you are of altering meanings,
and changing meanings from the intention of the speaker."?

Institutional Dynamics ofNative Voice

As West's comments intimate, there was an institutional divide at the
NMAI: a curatorial side and an exhibitions side; each had different ideas
about the community-curating process and the criteria for evaluating the
success of exhibits. It seems the conflict between the Exhibits and Curato-
rial departments-and anyone working there readily acknowledges this
struggle has been going on for many years, as it often does in other mu-
seums-is that, in this particular case, they look to different constituen-
cies. lhe NMAI mission statement lists two: "Natíve communities and the
non-Native public?"

As one NMAI staff member told me one afternoon,

1 got the sense that Curatorial's main constituency were the Native
communities, and they really at some leveI apparently-I'm not say-
ing this as fact - it seemed to me that sometimes that that was the only
constituency that they were particularly interested in .... And that the
museum content that they were acquiring was important content, and
that they had to sort of defend the interests of Native people. In some
ways, I tended to look at some people in Curatorial as like the Indian
agents-there seemed to me to be a kind of almost sort of paternal-
ism, you know, Indian people can't take care of themselves so we have
to take care of them. I think the tension on the other side was that, you
know, we're here to create exhibits and tell people about Native people
and the constituency for Exhibits was the public. And 1 think that di-
chotomy was very pronounced - again, this is very subjective, you need
to talk to other people about this."

Generally, I think this is a fair assessment from someone working in a
public-oriented department." lhe curatorial staff worried about doing
things "the right way" and squarely faced and served Native communities
in its philosophy and practice to accomplish this, while the Exhibits and
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Education departments were more consistently mindful and directed to-
ward doing appropriate "translatíon" for the museum-going public.

Under the direction of Craig Howe in the Curatorial Department in
1999, the curatorial staff was taught and internalized that success meant
Native community members would walk into their exhibit (and staff did
think of it as the community's exhibit) and say, "this feels right," And truly,
if that is the measure of success, then the Our Lives exhibits were greatly
successful. Community members with whom 1have spoken do feel own-
ership over their exhibits, and they do recognize their ideas and words on
the walls. Ali of the community members with whom I have spoken have
expressed great pride and a sense of familiarity when they encountered
their space in the exhibition.

But there has been much criticism of the process within the NMAI. One
program manager in a public-oriented department stated that community
curating "has value, but we went way too far in one direction ... [and]
abdicated our responsibilities" to the information that visitors want and
the intellectual framing they need." Similarly, like many public-oriented
department members, the script writer-editor saw his job as bringing
"clarity" to the exhibit process, making it easier for the visitors to under-
stand the exhibits. He and 1 talked about how sometimes the cocurators
would choose not to provide content for exhibits in which the museum
staff was interested: "1 felt we often acted as supplicants at times when
we should have provided direction [to communities in curating]. And I
don't think that was helpful. ... 1 think that's probably heresy in Curato-
rial?" He discusses "payíng the price" for just doing what the community
wants and adds that it is the exhibition team to which you should have
allegiance, not your department.

This common conception from outside the Curatorial Department-
that there is a "cabal" as one museum consultant put it in 2006 during a
discussion as to why the Curatorial Department needed to be "broken
up" - is ironic since the curators did not have a single meeting as a depart-
ment during the entire course of my fieldwork. Here, I think the public-
oriented department members misinterpreted what was going on: there
was not an allegiance among curatorial staff to their department, or per-
haps even to each other, but rather - and fiercely - to the Native commu-
nities and individuaIs with whom they worked.
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One curator explained to me that the curators' knowledge is key to de-
termining what is important and relevant in the "raw transcripts," which
"included a lot of sensitive information and a lot of irrelevant informa-
tion," Knowing the difference was a curator's significant contribution,
whereas others who were not in direct contact with communities "had
no idea how the text and the things that were in the transcripts actually
related to the rest of the exhibition as it had been developed so far:'58To
this curator, a request to turn over script-writing duties, "ran the risk of
sort of just opening up the transcripts'' and potentially displaying parts of
conversations that community curators did not want in a public exhibit:

Curatorial stands in a unique face-to-face position with the cornmu-
nity, and being in the best position to actually, in some cases, interpret
the feel ing of the community when there's no possibility of going back
and asking every single questiono That somebody's got to take responsi-
bility for that. And it seemed at that point that at that time, members
of Curatorial, specifically the lead curators, were the only ones who
recognized that it was a responsibility. And it was what we owed com-
munities .... That you couldn't understand communities and what
they wanted for their exhibits solely by what was recorded on paper,
what was in the transcripts .... Part of it had to do with the develop-
ment of personal relationships and feelings of community, of having
heard thern, of having heard their often emotional reactions to what

they're talking about."

This curator's comments are representative of the Curatorial Depart-
ment's ethos in general, which includes a desire to follow community
wishes, at times against other interests and actors within the museum
bureaucracy, and a desire to shepherd the exhibit content that was devel-
oped through an intimate partnership with Native community members
during the exhibit development processo 1n this process, content could
be transformed by multiple other experts through script editing, the jux-
taposition of images or objects, and use of colors and textual strategies of

emphasis or de-ernphasis."
In other words, according to the NMAI curators and research assis-

tants, they took on the role of community "advocates"?' This responsi-
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bility to advocate is, in part, based on this particular kind of intimacy (or
shared knowledge) curators have with cocurators. However, one curator
revealed to me that in the museum bureaucracy, the Native communities
often become pawns in interoffice power struggles, and that one way to
assert themselves was to say, "the community wants it that way:'62 It was
explained a number of times that a commitment to Native voice could
also generate antagonism with other staff.

Therefore, participating in these community-curated exhibits had pro-
found effects for NMAI staff within the museum; for instance, curators
gained both trust in Native communities and reputations for being "ob-
structionist" or "protective" within the museum. Perhaps somewhat in
consequence (along with other issues such as budget, timelines, and new
business philosophies), about a year after the NMAI'S opening the Cura-
torial Department was disbanded, and curators were reassigned to other
departments during a massive organizational restructuring. There has
also been widespread critical discussion in the museum about the merits
and process of community curating.

The Reception of Native Voice

The individual community cocurators with whom I spoke felt empowered
by the collaborative process and appreciated the work of the NMAI cura-
tors and staff to elicit and organize their discussions and to respect their
wishes in the course of exhibit development. One community cocurator
explained that the work of NMAI Curatorial staff was, during meetings
with their comrnittee, to guide "the discussion but in a very subtle way.
They were more or less listening to the feedback and comments from the
cocurators thernselves.?" A Kalinago cocurator described the collabora-
tive process as similar to "creating a dance-you have people dancing and
then you catch your steps and say, Guys! I love this one! Why don't we
stick on this one. So, it was fun, to listen to the community people ... but
at the same time capture the main fundamental things you were looking
[for] in the exhibit"?'

As for the impacts on the Native communities as a whole, in places that
are more remote and not in the United States, like Igloolik in the Are-
tic and the Carib Territory in the Caribbean, there was very little overall
impact for having been a part of this exhibition. For Igloolik, they had
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worked with museums before and were frankly quite blasé about it (un-
til they saw the final product, when they were beaming at seeing family
members and friends in the videos on display). For the Kalinago in the
Carib Territory, there was a sense of pride in being selected, but it was
only realized in the few people who participated directly in the exhibit
and had traveled to Washington DC for the opening.

On the other hand, for the St. Laurent Metis of Manitoba, it sparked
a cultural center project, as they had won awards for their exhibit and
were recognized in Canada for their contributions to the NMAI. Likewise,
the Chicago urban lndian community recorded their experience attend-
ing the opening in an award-winning video entitled "Frorn Wilson Ave
to Washington DC:' which is now being sold in their gift shop and in the
NMAI. Furthermore, although over half of ali American lndians live in
cities, they are often overlooked and rarely if ever represented in muse-
ums. Their participation in the Our Lives exhibition gave members of the
Chicago community a sense of validation, and they mention this partici-
pation in everything from grant applications to public gatherings.

Despite the communities' overwhelmingly positive reception, newspa-
per reviewers had an unexpectedly critical response to the exhibitions.
Their descriptions of confusing exhibits or a lack of scholarship at the
NMAI were often met with a common statement by NMAI staff: "They don't
get it" As Ann McMullen and Bruce Bernstein explain in a memorandum
to the board of trustees after the opening,

What is clear from the reviews is that NMAI'S dependence on Native
voices-without "conceptual rigor" and without integration with other
sources, versions, or voices-makes the exhibits and their content dis-
tinctly unpersuasive. The direct question posed is "Why should visi-
tors believe what the museum says, including what Native people say?"
This suggests that NMAI has failed to make a case for Native voice as
an authentic source by not providing visitors a foundation in the es-
sential subjectivity of ali sources- Native or non-Native- and failed
to explain its own epistemology in bringing forward Native voices and
depending on them for the authority of the exhibits."

Perhaps that is what Listening to Our Ancestors: The Art ofNative Life
along the North Pacific Coast exhibition attempted to correct through
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their panels describing Native voice as I mentioned earlier. While this
co-curating process has been commended by both Native and non-
Native scholars, the content of the exhibits, and especially the lost oppor-
tunity of emphasizing the colonial encounter and genocide, left a number
of reviewers díssatísfied."

As often happens at this institution, as staff turnover occurs, approaches
to exhibit making and deciding what is best for lndian Country takes on
new forms. It remains to be seen what is next for community curating
at the NMAI or if other methods will be developed for constructing Na-
tive voice. But I can at least say that, according to cocurators who par-
ticipated in the Our Lives gallery, the museum's commitment to Native
voice through community curating was an empowering experience, if
somewhat sheltered from the battles within the institution.

Conclusion

Many people, like myself, have perhaps entered a museum and reviewed
its exhibits assuming that the display is as it was always meant to be.
But over the course of my fieldwork, it became clear that each exhibi-
tion - through its multiple authors and multiple specialists as well as
through its architectural, budgetary, and design requirements - rep- J '

resented instead a compromise of competing commitments, interests, I
and visions. While I had anticipated a uniquely successful intersection
of postmodern engagement and authoritative representation, I found in
the course of my fieldwork that the authority of the Native communities
in these collaborative exhibits, while not contested, did not satisfy many
reviewers both within and outside of the museum. It did, however, create
ethical relationships for Our Lives contributors and accurate representa-
tions according to those who were closely partnered in the co-curating
committee meetings.

By focusing on the practices of knowledge production, or the collab-
orative process of exhibition development, we can see how a "thíng" like
an exhibit acquired its "thingness," how text and imagery became Native
voice, and consider whether these constructions satisfied the promises of
authenticity and authority made by the museum. We can aiso see how dis-
courses of paternalism versus advocacy and translation versus intimacy
reveal different communities of expertise with different ways of know-
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ing, understanding, and engaging with the reflexive subjects of museum
exhibitions.

Finally, this form of inquiry leads us to better understand the role of
the curators and their commitment to communities in this coIlaborative
processo We see that Native voice is constructed not only through embed-
ded material representations but also through the social relations of its
producers, including the source communities and museum staff." Native
voice is not just the authored text in the exhibit; it is also the anxiety and
commitment and advocacy that NMAI staff and Native cocurators bring
to the process-each interacting with one another and being responsible
for each other within their own communities."
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65· Ann McMullen and Bruce Bernstein, MaU Museum Reviews: An Overview and
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(National Museum of the American Indian, 2004). Used with permission of the
authors.

66. Amy Lonetree and Sonya Atalay, eds., "Critica] Engagements with the National

Museum of the American Indian," special issue, American lndian Quarterly 30,
nos. 3-4 (2006).

67· Laura L. Peers and Alison K. Brown, eds., Museums and Source Communities, A
Routledge Reader (London; New York: Routledge, 2003).

68. P. Batty discusses the relationship between government advisors and Aboriginal

communities in Australia as well as the need for Aboriginal authorization to con-

duct projects in their communities. He examines how Aboriginal people must

endorse these advisors, investing them with cultural capital. Through a one-on-

one relationship with a particular Aboriginal person (like a community liaison

in the NMAI community curating process), the white individual's motivations, per-

sonal commitment, and alignment with the broader group could be explained

and endorsed by his or her Aboriginal partner. In other words, confirmation that

a hitherto "unknown white fella" was "on side" was facilitated through his or her

demonstrable relationship with an Aboriginal person with the group. One could

say that through these arrangements, the Aboriginal partner "ernpowered" his

non-Aboriginal otfsider to work on behalf of the Aboriginal community. P. Batty,

"Privare Politics, Public Strategies: White Advisers and Their Aboriginal Subjects,"
Oceania 75, no. 3 (2005): 217.

While NMAI curators were both Native and non-Native, their relationship to

Native communities as outside government advisors (in museurn matters) can

also be seen as being in need of endorsement by the community. Particularly in

the process of interviewing and in other work outside of the community cura-

tor meetings, the liaison and Native cocurators were essential to NMAI statfbeing

introduced to and having positive working relationships with additional com-
munity members.
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